
7 Palmas
Shopping Centre

Investment Opportunity



Introduction
Property Fact Sheet

Opening

2001

Ownership

100% Freehold

Nº of retail 

units 83

GLA

36,900 sqm

Parking 
Spaces 1,500

Catchment

558,800 (c.20 min drive time)

Cinema KPIs

9 screens (1,329 seats)



▪ Consolidated urban shopping and leisure centre

▪ Resilient asset with very high historical occupancy rate of c. 99%

▪ Located in Las Palmas de Gran Canaria, the largest city of the Canary Islands, third 
most touristic destination in the country with over 12 million travelers per year

▪ Direct catchment of 560k inhabitants within 20 minutes

▪ Excellent location and accessibility

▪ Anchored with Mercadona and IKEA and a strong focus on leisure and entertainment 
activities complemented with a wide-ranging F&B

▪ 5.4 M visitors to the shopping centre in 2022

▪ 100% ownership of the freehold

▪ NOI over €5M

Introduction
Investment Highlights
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Location
Microenvironment

▪ 7 Palmas shopping centre is located in a 

residential and commercial area in the Ciudad 

Alta district to the west of the city centre of Las 

Palmas.

▪ The neighborhood has an open commercial 

area that extends around Avda. Pintor Felo

Monzón where the property is located, and its 

surrounding streets.

▪ The shopping center is next to the El Corte 

Ingles department store, Gran Canaria Stadium 

and The Arena, a multifunctional space, where 

basketball games and various commercial and 

cultural events are held annually.
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This publication has been prepared without regard to the specific investment objectives, financial situation or particular needs of recipients. No legal or tax advice is provided. Recipients 

should independently evaluate specific investments and trading strategies. By accepting receipt of this publication, the recipient agrees not to distribute, offer or sell this publication or copies of 

it and agrees not to make use of the publication other than for its own general information purposes. The views expressed in this publication represent the opinions of the persons responsible 

for it as at its date, and should not be construed as guarantees of performance with respect to any investment. Jones Lang LaSalle IP, Inc has taken reasonable care to ensure that the 

information contained in this publication has been obtained from reliable sources but none of Jones Lang LaSalle IP Inc, its parent or any of its affiliates or subsidiaries give any representation 

or warranty, express or implied, as to the accuracy, completeness or reliability of such information. Neither Jones Lang LaSalle IP Inc , nor its parent

nor any of its affiliates or subsidiaries undertakes or is under any obligation to update or keep current the information or content contained in this publication for future events. The forecasts 

contained in this publication are generated from a range of statistical techniques, including econometric models. They are subject to errors stemming from three main sources: 

measurement and statistical error which relate to raw data and the econometric model, as well as error arising from assumptions regarding the future behaviour of explanatory

variables. As a result, we place greater emphasis on trends and turning points than on precise values. Please note that the forecasts do not include the impact of any commissions, fees or 

other charges that may be payable. Past performance is not necessarily indicative of

future results. In addition the price and/or value of and income derived from any particular investment may vary because of changes in interest rates, foreign exchange rates, operational or 

financial conditions. Investors may therefore get back less than originally invested.

Furthermore, these investments may not be eligible for sale in all jurisdictions or to certain categories of investors. None of Jones Lang LaSalle IP, Inc its parent or any of its affiliates or 

subsidiaries accept any liability in negligence or otherwise for any loss or damage

suffered by any party resulting from reliance on this publication. This publication should not be construed as a solicitation or offer to buy or sell any investment. This publication is the sole 

property of Jones Lang LaSalle IP, Inc. and must not be copied, reproduced or transmitted in any form or by any means, either in whole or in part, without prior written consent of Jones Lang 

LaSalle IP, Inc.

DISCLAIMER

Paseo de la Castellana, 79 - 4th floor 

28046 Madrid

Augusto Lobo

Augusto.Lobo@eu.jll.com

M: +34 677 400 529

Miguel Hidalgo

Miguel.Hidalgo@eu.jll.com

M: +34 610 036 328

CONTACTS

José Almeida

Jose.Almeida@eu.jll.com

M: +34 634 877 184
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Cristina.Collado@eu.jll.com
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